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You are eligible for a prepaid
Emerald Open Research voucher
Emerald understands that ‘Open’ means more than just open access, it is also about
extending the reach and impact of research beyond academia, making it accessible,
digestible and discoverable.
With this in mind we created our open access programme Emerald Reach. The programme
provides the broadest range of open access publishing models for authors including journals,
books and our newly developed open access platform Emerald Open Research.

Find out how to
publish your article
with a pre-paid
Emerald Open
Research voucher

Why should you publish on Emerald Open Research?
Speed - You can publish your research rapidly, allowing dissemination of research to happen
much quicker.
Traditional and non-traditional formats - You can publish research beyond traditional articles
e.g. - case studies, data sets and reviews.
Open peer review - You will have control over selecting your own reviewers.
Real time metrics - You can see real time metrics related to your work which will include
downloads, citations and altmetrics.
Real Impact – You will be able to contribute to societal challenges much quicker as your
work will be made accessible to a wider audience.

To find out more about how the platform works visit:
emeraldopenresearch.com

Using pre-paid Emerald Open Research vouchers
Simply follow the steps below if you want your article to be published on Emerald Open Research and your institution
is eligible for a pre paid Open Access APC (Article Processing Charge) from Emerald Publishing.

STEP 1

STEP 3

Visit Emerald Open
Research and submit
your research.

Your research will
undergo pre publication
checks to ensure it
follows basic publishing
policies standards.

STEP 2
Once your research
has been submitted the
F1000 editorial team will
recognize your eligibility
through your email
domain/institutional field
and email you with a
confirmation.

STEP 4
If your research meets
all the pre publication
checks it will be published
online, enabling
immediate viewing
and citation.

For any questions please contact us: APC@emeraldgroup.com
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